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Animators make many choices to make their visual stories clear, compelling and believable. The mone you use and
learn the following principles, the more likely you'll get the audience rcaction you're looking for!

1. SOUASHANDSTRETCH
The first element of animation to master is Squash and Strctch- Living things and many obiects change shape when they
move or act. Making slight changes, drawing to drawing, will convey the illusion of weight and volume to your animation.
Oepending on the animaiion style you are using, too much or too little Squash and Stretch will enhance of detract from
your scene.

2. ANTICIPATION
The element of Anticipation allows your audience to prepare for any action that is about to occur. Without a smallen
movement, expression or gesture to se! up the next movement, the audience is likely to miss it and become confused
because you haven't created Anticipation, or an expectation that it will happen. Slight backwards movement belore a
run or jump is one example,

3, STAGING
Staging is all the visual choices you make to help the audience see your animation clearly and bo follow along with your
story. Like a stage design for a theatrical production, staging conveys the setting, mood, and time, so the action is clean
and understood. Design elements such as lighting, lexture, line quality, propomion, perspective, symbols, shapes and colors
are all important Staging considerations. [Tip: Plan your staging with thumbnail dfawings!l

4. STRAIGHT AHEAD ANIMATION AND POSE TO POSE ANIMATION
Deciding which of these animation processes to use in a scene is important for planning, clarity, appeal, vaniety of
movemeni, timing and efficient use of your time as an animator. Straight Ahead Animation starts with your first drawing
and continues until your scene or movement is complete. In Pose to Pose Animation, you first dmw your character or
obiect at the imPortant points of your scene. These poses become "Key Drawings" or'Key Fnames" that can be
"inbet'weened" later. Generally, Pos€ to Pose givs6 more control to volume, shape and timing of the movsment.
Straight Ahead is more sponraneous and free-flowing. [See #S ]

5. FOLLOW THROUGH ANO OVEBLAPPING ANIMATION
Watch the natural movement of a character or ohject in a scsne when it stops on changes dircction. Notice that its
different parts stop at different times. Capes, dresses, long hair, floppy ears, long tails [and even difter€nt parts of the
main body iLselfl continue on the path of action until the momentum ends or changes direction. This is called Follow
Through' Such elements Ovenlap at times when the main body of your charactef of obiect changes direction, and
Follow Through a few f.ames later.

6. SLOW IN AND SLOW OUT
Most animation has many actions, points-of-view, themes, angles, etc. lt is imporlant that your audience have enough
time to penceive the changes you've planned. Slow In and Slow Out is the pninciple of placing inbetween frames frcm
scene to scene and action to action, so the audience can locate the action. Sometimes, it's not wise to Slow In and
Slow Out between scenes, such as following an action through a scene change, and you went your character to "snap,'
lnto movement.

7. ARCS
All natural movement occuns on curued, or circular paths of motion. Notice humans, animals or even lree branches
blowing in the wind. Contrast these wiih mechanica/nobot kinds of movement. Use the principle ot Arcs and your
animations will look more natural to vour audience.

B, TIMING
Knowing when to add (or not to add) dnawings linbetweens] in a scene takes practice" lt is called Timing.
Suick movement requires tewer drawings and $low movement requires more. But it's not only fast or slow. Timing is
also speeding up or slowing down-fewer drawings as your character of obiect acceleraues, more as it decelerates.

9. SECONDARYACTION
Secondary Aclion adds dimension to your animation by adding a second level of movement or opposrng movemenc.
For example, a walking bird.,..as she walks, her head swings foruand...The head's movement is Secondary
Action. The Primary Action of funning controls the Secondary Action.

10. EXAGGERATION
Animatons are aftisls, so lhey characterize r€ality in a dynamic way. Like novelista or poBts, who u6e language powerfully
to bning out the essence of reality and not to copy it, animatore use the strength of visuals for this kind of emphasis.
Exaggeration, or "pushing" a Pose, action, expression on attitude for emphasis et kay moments-and not past the point
of distortion.{akes animation compelling and clear.

11. SOLIB DRAWING
Animation isn't iust pretty pictures. Whatever look it has, it must be believable. Solid Dnawing makes the audience
believe lhal the physical forces of a 3'dimensional wodd are actually acting on your chafacter or objecb. When you draw,
believe that your obiects and characters exist in a 3-dimensional world,

,I2. APPEAL
Appeal takes Solid Drawing farther. Are your drawings and movements pleasing to the audience? Are your characters
and stories compelling? Have you used the visual and stonytelling principles to show something that people want to watch?
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